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VirtualAC™ simulates an online 
desktop environment, enabling 
you to deliver highly immersive 
and interactive business 
simulations to select and develop 
your staff.

• Simple, realistic and flexible participant exercise 
interface

• Participants can be asked to respond to emails, write 
documents or reports and schedule meetings in their 
calendar

• Deliver single exercises or a full virtual assessment 
centre

• Semi-automated marking system for assessors
• Select from our range of ready-to-use business 

simulations or we can upload a customised or bespoke 
exercise tailored to your needs
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Graduate Dilemmas™ is one 
of a&dc’s online sifting and 
assessment tools. It’s a Situational 
Judgement Test (SJT) designed to 
assess judgement and decision-
making skills of candidates for 
entry-level graduate roles.

• Presents realistic scenarios that a graduate may face at 
work

• Measures judgement across five core competencies 
important for entry level graduates

• Applicable across a range of graduate jobs
• Multiple choice test with automated scoring
• Three alternate forms available
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Management Dilemmas™ is 
one of a&dc’s online sifting and 
assessment tools. It’s an SJT 
designed to assess judgement 
and decision-making skills 
for management roles or as a 
diagnostic tool for leadership 
development programmes.

• Asks the participant to respond to a series of typical 
managerial scenarios

• Measures judgement across four core managerial 
competencies

• Relevant to a range of first-line and middle management 
roles, as well as assessing future management potential

• Multiple choice test with automated scoring
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Administrative Dilemmas™ is 
one of a&dc’s online sifting and 
assessment tools. It’s an SJT 
designed to assess judgement 
and decision-making skills 
of candidates for staff in key 
administrative roles. 

• Participants are shown a variety of typical work 
situations that administrative staff may face

• Measures judgement across five core competencies 
important for administrative staff

• Applicable for a range of administrative, clerical and 
secretarial roles at non-management level

• Multiple choice test with automated scoring
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Customer Service Dilemmas™ is 
one of a&dc’s online sifting and 
assessment tools. It’s an SJT, 
specifically aimed at assessing 
judgement in face-to-face 
customer service situations.

• Presents a range of typical face-to-face service 
situations set in a department store, supermarket, 
bank, leisure centre and hotel

• Measures customer service judgement across four core 
competencies

• Applicable to a range of customer service delivery roles
• Multiple choice test with automated scoring
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Call Centre Dilemmas™ is one 
of a&dc’s online sifting and 
assessment tools. It is an SJT 
designed to assess judgement and 
decision-making skills in relation 
to inbound call centre or contact 
centre service roles. 

• Contains a variety of typical customer service situations 
set in contact centres of a bank, energy provider, train 
operator, mobile phone provider and local council

• Measures customer service judgement across four core 
competencies

• Applicable to a range of call centre and contact centre 
delivery roles

• Multiple choice test with automated scoring
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Online Products Available in Apollo™
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The Smart Aptitude® Series is a 
suite of three online aptitude tests 
measuring verbal, numerical and 
abstract reasoning that have been 
built using the latest development 
in ability testing technology 

• Numerical aptitude tests measure a candidate’s ability 
to understand, interpret and logically evaluate numeric 
information. This aptitude is important for roles that 
involve working with data.

• Verbal aptitude tests measure a candidate’s ability to 
understand, interpret and logically evaluate written 
information and reach correct conclusions. This 
aptitude is important when communicating ideas or 
understanding written information.

• Abstract aptitude tests measure a candidate’s ability 
to identify patterns, solve problems and apply logical 
thinking. This aptitude is important for a variety of roles 
requiring problem solving and analytical skills. 
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The Resilience Questionnaire™ 
measures aspects of an individual 
that affect their capacity to adapt 
positively to pressure, setbacks, 
challenge and change.

• Measures eight components of resilience identified 
through extensive research

• Designed as a developmental tool, to help people 
understand how they can enhance their resilience

• Straight-forward, easy to understand feedback report 
with development tips

• Can be supported by a self-study workbook and  
workshops delivered by a&dc
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360 Propel™ is a&dc’s 
customisable 360° degree 
feedback system, which provides 
individuals with an accurate 
picture of how their behaviour and 
skills are perceived by the people 
they work with.

• Delivered as a managed service from a&dc - just tell us 
your requirements and who you want to participate, and 
we’ll organise the rest

• Choose from our database of 35 competencies and over 
200 questions or we can upload your own competencies 
and questions

• Rating scales, rater groups and email invitations can be 
easily tailored

• Comprehensive, easy to follow individual feedback 
reports
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LIVED 360™ is an online 360 
degree feedback tool that quickly, 
simply and effectively measures 
leaders and potential leaders 
against critical areas of effective 
leadership behaviour.

• Pre-loaded with 60 behavioural statements relating to 
our cutting edge leadership framework, LIVED®

• Measures leadership and performance and potential, 
so that you can develop existing leaders and identify 
future ones

• Takes just 10 minutes for each rater to complete
• Comprehensive, easy to follow individual feedback 

reports
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The Engagement Questionnaire™ 
has been designed to precisely 
measure employee engagement 
and identify solutions to enhance 
engagement in your organisation.

• Delivered as a managed service from a&dc
• Based on leading edge academic research
• Measures 15 key drivers of engagement and profiles 

current levels of engagement in your organisation
• Includes a feedback session with an a&dc consultant to 

help you interpret the results and explore actions that 
could be taken to improve engagement levels

Many of our products in Apollo™ can be customised according to 
your requirements. We can also develop and implement bespoke 
exercises, tests and questionnaires for you. To find out more please 
get in touch: 

Telephone:   +44 (0)1483 752 900
Email:   info@adc.uk.com
Web:  www.adc.uk.com/apollo

http://www.adc.uk.com

